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Abstract. Business process management is especially challenging when cross-
ing organisational boundaries. Inter-organisational business relationships are con-
sidered as a first-class citizen in BPMN collaboration diagrams, where multiple
participants interact via messages. Nevertheless, proper carrying out of such in-
teractions may be difficult due to BPMN lack of formal semantics. In particular,
no formal studies have been specifically done to cope with complex BPMN in-
teraction scenarios unified under the name of Service Interaction Patterns. In
this work the depiction of the service interaction patterns in BPMN collabora-
tion diagrams is revisited and fully formalised via a direct semantics for BPMN
multi-instance collaborations, thus leaving no room for ambiguity and validating
the BPMN semantics. To make the formalisation more accessible, a visualisation
of the patterns execution by means of a BPMN model animation tool is provided.

Keywords: BPMN · Collaboration · Service Interaction Patterns · Formalisation

1 Introduction

The effective and efficient handling of business processes is a primary goal of organ-
isations. Business Process Management (BPM) provides methods and techniques to
support these endeavors [17]. Thereby, the main artefacts are business process models
which help to document, analyse, improve, and automate organisation processes [13].
To this aim, nowadays BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) [16] is the mod-
elling notation most widely applied in industry and academia.

For conducting a successful business, an organisation does not act alone, but it is
usually involved in collaborations with other organisations. The importance of interac-
tions has been underlined by many authors [1,10,2] and a lot of effort has been done
to identify the most common interaction scenarios from a business perspective, which
have been called Service Interaction Patterns [3]. Interactions are considered as a first-
class citizen in BPMN collaboration diagrams, where multiple participants cooperate
by exchanging messages and sharing thereby data. This motivated the use of BPMN
to model service interaction patterns [17], initially defined only in terms of textual de-
scriptions. This effort provided a graphical, more intuitive, description of the patterns
and allowed to assess the suitability of BPMN to express common interaction scenar-
ios. However, a severe issue in this study is that the precise behaviour of the BPMN
models corresponding to some patterns may result unclear, in particular when multiple



instances of the interacting participants are involved. This problem is mainly due to the
fact that the BPMN standard comes without a formal semantics, which is needed in
presence of tricky features, like multiple process instantiation.

In this paper, we then aim at formalising the execution semantics of service interac-
tion patterns specified in BPMN. This is a particularly important challenge in the BPM
domain, as a precise semantics of the message exchanges as well as their dependencies
is a prerequisite to ensure the appropriate carrying out, in practice, of such interactions.
To achieve this goal, we resort to a formal semantics for BPMN collaborations includ-
ing multiple instances introduced in [6]. The operational semantics is directly defined
on BPMN elements in terms of Labelled Transition Systems (LTSs), rather than as an
encoding into other formalisms. Specifically, for each service interaction pattern we re-
port the related BPMN collaboration model and provide its formalisation in terms of
transitions of the corresponding LTS.

A direct formal characterisation is crucial, as it does not leave any room for am-
biguity, and increases the potential for formal reasoning. This is especially important
when dealing with multiple instances, whose static and compact BPMN representation
hides their complex semantics. Moreover, the BPMN formalisation in [6] enables the
use of the MIDA animation tool [7] that provides a visualisation, faithfully follow-
ing the semantics, of patterns execution. This makes the behaviour of patterns easily
understandable also to an audience non-familiar with formal methods. Finally, since
the service interaction patterns have been used to evaluate different choreography lan-
guages [5], their formalisation allows to validate the BPMN semantics itself, both in
terms of the considered BPMN elements and of the expected semantic behaviour.

In the remainder of this paper, we start with the introduction of a motivational ex-
ample in Sec. 2, followed by an overview of the formalisation of BPMN collaboration
diagrams in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 we provide the representation of the service interaction
patterns in BPMN and their formalisation. We present the patterns animation in Sec. 5.
Finally, related work is discussed in Sec. 6 and the paper is concluded in Sec. 7.

2 Motivating Scenario

In this section we introduce an order fulfilment scenario to illustrate BPMN 2.0 col-
laboration diagrams and the depiction of service interaction patterns. The considered
scenario shows an interaction among a Customer, a Retailer, multiple Item Providers
and a Logistic Provider (Fig. 1). The processes of the different interacting partners are
represented inside rectangles, called pools, and their interaction is given by message
edges (dashed connectors) visualising communication flows.

The order fulfilment process is started by the Customer who sends an “Order Re-
quest” to the Retailer, via a send task. The arrival of this message starts, via a message
start event, a process instance of the Retailer pool. This latter creates a list of needed
items and stores this information in the “Item” data object collection. For each item, the
Retailer sends out a request to an Item Provider and waits for the response. This interac-
tion is rendered by a multi-instance sub-process communicating with the multi-instance
pool of the Item Provider: each message of the Retailer creates a new process instance
of the Item Provider pool. Each Provider checks for items availability and decides ei-
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Fig. 1: BPMN collaboration diagram of the Order Fulfilment Scenario.
ther to “Send Item” or not, by following one of the outgoing edges of the XOR split
gateway, according to the information in the “Stock” data object. In case the item is not
available, the Provider does not respond back to the Retailer. Thus, the Retailer rather
stops waiting as soon as enough responses have arrived or a given timeout is expired.
This latter behaviour is rendered by the timer event attached to the sub-process, whose
activation produces the execution of task “Reduce Invoice by Missing Items”. The Re-
tailer then packs the items and passes the needed information to the Logistic Provider,
who is in charge to send the package to the Customer. When the Customer receives the
ordered items, via a receiving task, its process completes.

In this scenario, already various interaction patterns can be observed, such as One-
to-many send/receive between the Retailer and the Item Provider(s), or the Request with
Referral between the Customer, Retailer and Logistic Provider [3]. The service interac-
tions represent different types of dynamic behaviour, ranging from simple message ex-
changes, to scenarios involving multiple participants and multiple message exchanges,
as well as routing behaviour, where information is routed to a new collaboration partner
during an interaction (e.g. from the Retailer to the Logistic Provider). As the service
interaction patterns are textually provided, a visualisation as well as a formalisation is
crucial to precisely render the message exchanges between participants, especially be-
cause multiple instances are involved. In particular, the interactions between the Retailer
sub-process and the Item Provider may result quite intricate, as both generate multiple
instances and, in addition, the sub-process is constrained by a timer event. Without a
clear understanding of the interplay between these features, formally provided by the
operational semantics, different interpretations may easily arise.

3 Background Notions on the BPMN Formalisation

In this section we provide an overview of the formal semantics of BPMN multi-instance
collaborations given in [6]. The formalisation relies on a textual representation of the
structure of BPMN collaboration models, defined by the Backus-Naur Form (BNF)
grammar in Fig. 2. In the proposed grammar, the non-terminal symbols C, P and A
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C ::“ poolpp, P q | miPoolpp, P q | C1 ‖ C2

P ::“ startpeenb, eoq | startRcvpm : t̃, eoq | endpeiq | endSndpei,m : ˜expq | terminatepeiq

| andSplitpei, Eoq | xorSplitpei, Gq | andJoinpEi, eoq | xorJoinpEi, eoq

| eventBasedpei, pm1 : t̃1, eo1q, . . . , pmh : t̃h, eohqq

| taskpei, exp, A, eoq | taskRcvpei, exp, A,m : t̃, eoq | taskSndpei, exp, A,m : ˜exp, eoq

| interRcvpei,m : t̃, eoq | interSndpei,m : ˜exp, eoq | P1 ‖ P2

A ::“ ε | d.f ::“ exp, A

Fig. 2: BNF syntax of BPMN collaboration structures.

represent Collaboration Structures, Process Structures and Data Assignments, respec-
tively. The first two syntactic categories directly refer to the corresponding notions in
BPMN, while the latter refers to list of assignments used to specify updating of data
objects. The terminal symbols, denoted by the sans serif font, are the typical elements
of a BPMN model, i.e. pools, events, tasks and gateways.

Intuitively, a BPMN collaboration model is rendered in this syntax as a collection
of pools, each one specifying a process. Formally, a collaboration C is a composition,
by means of the ‖ operator, of pools. A pool is either of the form poolpp, P q (for single-
instance pools), or miPoolpp, P q (for multi-instance pools) where p is the name that
uniquely identifies the pool, and P is the enclosed process. At process level, e P E
uniquely denotes a sequence edge, while E P 2E is a set of edges. For the convenience
of the reader, ei refers to the edge incoming in an element, while eo to the outgoing
edge, and eenb to the (spurious) edge denoting the enabled status of a start event.

To describe the semantics of collaboration models, we enrich the structural infor-
mation with a notion of execution state, defined by the state of each process instance
and the store of the exchanged messages. We call process configurations and collabo-
ration configurations these stateful descriptions. Formally, a process configuration has
the form xP, σ, αy, where: P is a process structure; σ : EÑ N is a sequence edge state
function specifying, for each sequence edge, the current number of tokens marking it (N
is the set of natural numbers); and α : FÑ V is the data state function assigning values
(possibly null) to data object fields (F is the set of data fields and V the set of values).
A collaboration configuration has the form xC, ι, δy, where: C is a collaboration struc-
ture, ι : PÑ 2SσˆSα is the instance state function mapping each pool name (P is the set
of pool names) to a multiset of instance states (ranged over by I and containing pairs of
the form xσ, αy), with Sσ and Sα the sets of edges and data states, and δ : MÑ 2V

n

is
a message state function specifying for each message name m P M a multiset of value
tuples representing the messages received along the message edge with the label m.

The operational semantics is defined by means of a labelled transition system (LTS),
whose definition relies on an auxiliary LTS on the behaviour of processes. The latter is
a triple xP,L,Ñy where: P ranged over by xP, σ, αy is a set of process configurations,
L ranged over by `, is a set of labels, and ÑĎ P ˆ L ˆ P is a transition relation. We
will write xP, σ, αy `

ÝÑ xP, σ1, α1y to indicate that pxP, σ, αy, `, xP, σ1, α1yq PÑ. Now,
the labelled transition relation on collaboration configurations formalises the message
exchange and the data update according to the process evolution. The LTS is a triple
xC,Lc,Ñcy where: C, ranged over by xC, ι, δy, is a set of collaboration configurations;
Lc, ranged over by l, is a set of labels; andÑcĎ C ˆ Lc ˆ C is a transition relation.
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xtaskSndpei, exp
1, A,m : ˜exp, eoq, σ, αy

!m : ṽ
ÝÝÝÑ

xincpdecpσ, eiq, eoq, α
1
y

σpeiq ą 0,
evalpexp1, α, trueq,
updpα,A, α1

q,
evalp ˜exp, α, ṽq

pP -TaskSndq

xinterRcvpei,m : t̃, eoq, σ, αy
?m : ẽt,ε
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ

xincpdecpσ, eiq, eoq, αy
σpeiq ą 0,
evalp t̃ , α, ẽt q

pP -InterRcvq

xxorSplitpei, tpe, expquYGq, σ, αy
ε
ÝÑ

xincpdecpσ, eiq, eq, αy
σpeiq ą 0,
evalpexp, α, trueq

pP -XorSplit1q

xP1, σ, αy
`
ÝÑ xσ1, α1

y

xP1 ‖ P2, σ, αy
`
ÝÑ xσ1, α1

y
` ‰ kill pP -Int1 q

ιppq “ txσ, αyu xP, σ, αy
!m : ṽ
ÝÝÝÑ xσ1, α1

y
pC -Deliverq

xpoolpp, P q, ι, δy
!m : ṽ
ÝÝÝÑ xupdI pι, p, txσ1, α1

yuq, addpδ,m, ṽqy

ιppq “ txσ, αyu xP, σ, αy
?m : ẽt,A
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ xσ1, α1

y

ṽ P δpmq matchpẽt, ṽq “ A1
pC -Receiveq

xpoolpp, P q, ι, δy
?m : ṽ
ÝÝÝÑ xupdI pι, p, txσ1, updpα1, pA1, Aqqyuq, rmpδ,m, ṽqy

Fig. 3: An excerpt of BPMN semantic rules.

We refer the interested reader to [6] for a full account of the definition of these
relations, while we report in Fig. 3, by way of example, some operational rules. Rule
P -TaskSnd is used for the execution of send tasks possibly equipped with data objects.
These latter are associated to a task by means of a conditional expression, exp1, and a
list of assignments A, each of which assigns the value of an expression to a data field
(the field f of the data object named d is accessed via d.f). Sending tasks also have as
argument a pair of the form m : ˜exp, where m is a message name and ˜exp is a tuple of
expressions. The task is activated only when there is a token in the incoming edge of the
task (σpeiq ą 0) and the task’s guard exp1 is satisfied (evalpexp1, α, trueq). The effects
of the task execution are as follows: the marking σ of the process instance is updated
with the movement of one token from ei to eo, by means of functions dec and inc, and
the message action !m : ṽ is produced, where the message content ṽ results from the
evaluation of the expression tuple ˜exp (evalp ˜exp, α, ṽq). The produced label is used to
deliver the message at the collaboration layer (see rule C-Deliver). Rule P -InterRcv
is similar, but it produces a label corresponding to the reception of a message, which
is actually consumed by rule C-Receive. Rule P -XorSplit1 is applied when a token is
available in the incoming edge of a XOR split gateway and a conditional expression
of one of its outgoing edges is evaluated to true; the rule decrements the token in the
incoming edge and increments the token in the selected outgoing edge. Finally, rule
P -Int1 deals with interleaving in a standard way for process elements. More details on
these rules are given in the next section, from time to time when they are applied.

4 Patterns Formalisation

In this section we present and formalise the Service Interaction Patterns [3] supported
by BPMN. Since BPMN is not specifically tailored to the needs of service interaction
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patterns, the notation cannot completely support all their features. For instance, while
the informal and general description of these patterns leaves it open if in an interaction
the counter-party is known at design-time or not, in BPMN it is expected to have a
priori knowledge of the interacting partners, i.e. the target pool of a message edge
cannot be dynamically selected. On the other hand, in case a message is directed to a
multi-instance pool, BPMN supports a form of runtime binding of the message with
the correct process instance by means of the correlation mechanism [16, Sec. 8.3.2].
Moreover, it is also possible to dynamically specify other model features, such as the
number of involved participants and exchanged messages. Each pattern is presented
according to the following structure:
Informal Description consists of a natural language description, and a graphical rep-

resentation in terms of a BPMN collaboration fragment.
Textual Specification provides the textual notation of the BPMN collaboration model.
Formal Semantics describes the operational rules applied to perform each execution

step, and shows the results in terms of the execution state functions evolution.
In the following we present first those patterns concerning single transmissions,

both bilateral (Sec. 4.1-4.3) and multilateral (Sec. 4.4-4.7), and then the routing patterns
involving multiple transmissions (Sec. 4.8-4.9).

4.1 Send Pattern

Informal Description. A party sends a message to another one. This pattern can be
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Fig. 4: Send pattern.

modelled as the BPMN collaboration fragment in
Fig. 4. Notably, this is only a way to model it:
the send task could be replaced by an intermediate
send event or by a message end event. However,
up to some technicalities, all cases behave in the
same way, thus we report here only one of them.

Textual Specification. The collaboration fragment in Fig. 4 is repre-
sented in the textual notation as C “ poolpp, P q ‖ poolpq, Qq with P “

taskSndpe1, exp1, ε,m : ˜exp2, e2q ‖ P 1, where p is the sender and q a generic re-
ceiver (represented by a black-box pool in the graphical notation, whose process Q is
left unspecified in the textual one).

Formal Semantics. According to the form of process P , and the current state xσ, αy of
pool p’s instance, the collaboration can evolve as follows:

– Process P moves by executing Task 1. This execution step takes place by ap-
plying rule P -TaskSnd , which requires the incoming edge e1 of the task be
marked by at least one token (σpe1q ą 0), and the task’s guard exp1 be satisfied
(evalpexp1, α, trueq). The effects of the task execution are as follows: the mes-
sage action !m : ṽ is produced, where the message content ṽ results from the
evaluation of the expression tuple ˜exp2 (evalp ˜exp2, α, ṽq), and the marking σ of
the process instance is updated with the movement of one token from e1 to e2,
that is σ1 “ incpdecpσ, e1q, e2q. Therefore, the application of rule P -TaskSnd
produces the transition xtaskSndpe1, exp1, ε,m : ˜exp2, e2q, σ, αy

!m : ṽ
ÝÝÝÑ xσ1, αy,

where the data state α remains unchanged because no data object is connected
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to Task 1. Hence, the overall process P can evolve according to the interleav-
ing rule P -Int1 , that is xP, σ, αy !m : ṽ

ÝÝÝÑ xσ1, αy. Similarly, by applying the rule
C -Deliver , and then the interleaving rule at collaboration level, the execution
step of the overall collaboration C is represented by the transition xC, ι, δy !m : ṽ

ÝÝÝÑ

xupdI pι, p, txσ1, αyuq, addpδ,m, ṽqy, with ιppq “ txσ, αyu. Its effects are: updating
the marking in the p’s instance (updI pι, p, txσ1, αyuq), and updating the message
state function (addpδ,m, ṽq) by adding a value tuple ṽ to the m’s message list, in
order to be subsequently consumed by the receiving participant q.

– Process P moves by executing an (unspecified) activity of P 1. Thus, we have a
transition xP 1, σ, αy `

ÝÑ xσ1, α1y, from which P can evolve by means of the sym-
metric rule of P -Int1 , and the overall collaboration can then evolve accordingly.
This execution step, anyway, is not relevant for the pattern semantics, and hence is
not discussed in more detail.

– Process Q moves by executing an (unspecified) activity. Again this execution step
is not relevant for the pattern semantics.
Relying on asynchronous communication, we are able to formalise an unreliable

and non-guaranteed delivery. The sending action in fact just updates the message state
function by adding a message, without requiring this to be received.

4.2 Receive Pattern

Informal Description. A party receives a message from another party. This

p
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q Task 2 Task 3
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m1 m2
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Fig. 5: Receive pattern.

pattern can be modelled as the BPMN collabora-
tion fragment shown in Fig. 5. Also here the in-
termediate receive event could be replaced, in this
case by a receive task or by a receiving start event.

Textual Specification. The textual representation
of the collaboration fragment in Fig. 5 has again
the form C of the previous pattern, with Q “ interRcvpe1,m : t̃, e2q ‖ Q1.
Formal Semantics. Assuming that the intermediate receive event is enabled by a
token in e1, the process Q can perform a receiving action, that is the transition

xinterRcvpe1,m : t̃, e2q, σ, αy
?m : ẽt,ε
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ xincpdecpσ, e1q, e2q, αy is produced by apply-

ing rule P -InterRcv . Then, the process Q evolves by means of the interleaving rule
P -Int1 . The produced label ?m : ẽt, ε indicates the willingness of process Q to con-
sume a message of type m matching the template ẽt. If present, the message is actually
consumed by rule C-Receive at collaboration level. Indeed, this rule requires that there
is a message in the m’s message queue (ṽ P δpmq) that matches the template ẽt of the
receiving event (matchpẽt, ṽq “ A); the assignments A produced by this matching are
then applied to the data state α of the q’s instance, and the message is removed from
the queue (rmpδ,m, ṽq).

4.3 Send/Receive Pattern

Informal Description. Two parties, p and q, engage in two causally related interactions.
In the first interaction, p sends a message (the request) to q, while in the second one p
receives a message (the response) from q.
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Fig. 6: Send/Receive pattern.

This pattern can be modelled by
combining the Send and the Receive
patterns, as shown in Fig. 6.

Textual Specification. The textual
representation of the collaboration
fragment in Fig. 6 has again the form
C of the previous patterns, with

P “ taskSndpe1, exp1, ε,m1: ˜exp2, e2q ‖ interRcvpe2,m2: t̃1, e3q ‖ P 1

Q “ interRcvpe4,m1: t̃2, e5q ‖ taskSndpe5, exp3, ε,m2: ˜exp4, e6q ‖ Q1

Formal Semantics. The execution steps of this pattern are realised by combining
the semantic rules for the Send and Receive patterns. In detail: let us suppose that
there is a token in the incoming edge of Task 1 (σpe1q ą 0) and the other pre-
conditions of rule P -TaskSnd are satisfied; by applying this rule we have that
xtaskSndpe1, exp1, ε,m1: ˜exp2, e2q, σ, αy

!m1 : ṽ
ÝÝÝÑ xincpdecpσ, e1q, e2q, αy. Then, P

evolves by performing a sending action, by means of the interleaving rule P -Int1 , that
is xP, σ, αy !m1 : ṽ

ÝÝÝÑ xσ1, αy. At the collaboration layer, by applying rule C-Deliver, the
message m1 is delivered to q. Now, on the receiving party, assuming that there is a to-
ken on e4 and that the template t̃2 evaluates to ẽt2, by applying rules P -InterRcv and

P -Int1 , we have xQ, σ2, α2y
?m1 : ẽt2,ε
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ xincpdecpσ2, e4q, e5q, α2y. The observed label

indicates the willingness to receive a message of type m1. Thus, at collaboration level,
rule C-Receive can be applied to allow process Q to actually consume the sent request
message. Now, Task 3 is enabled and, by proceeding in a specular way, Q can send the
response message m2 and P can consume it.

4.4 Racing Incoming Messages Pattern

Informal Description. A party expects to receive one among a set of messages. These
messages may be structurally different (i.e. different types) and may come from differ-
ent categories of partners. The way a message is processed depends on its type and/or
the category of partner from which it comes.

This pattern can be modelled in BPMN by using in the receiving participant an
event-based gateway connected to receiving events. Messages can be expected from
one participant (Fig. 7) or they can arrive from different participants (Fig. 8).

Textual Specification. Let us first consider the case in which messages arrive from one
participant (Fig. 7). In the textual notation the diagram is rendered as the collaboration
of the usual form C, with

P “ xorSplitpe1, tpe2, exp1q, pe3, exp2quq ‖ taskSndpe2, exp3, ε,m1: ˜exp4, e4q ‖
taskSndpe3, exp5, ε,m2: ˜exp6, e5q ‖ P 1

Q “ eventBasedpe6, pm1: t̃1, e7q, pm2: t̃2, e8qq ‖ Q1

The case in which messages arrive from two different participants (Fig. 8) is ren-
dered in the textual notation as C “ poolpp, P 2q ‖ poolpr, Rq ‖ poolpq, Qq, where
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process Q is as the above one, while P 2 and R are left unspecified (because they are
included in black-box pools).

Formal Semantics. Let us start with the case in which messages arrive from a single
participant, and assume that a token is available in the incoming edge of the XOR split
gateway of P (σpe1q ą 0) and the conditional expression exp1 is evaluated to true
(evalpexp1, α, trueq). Thus, rule P -XorSplit1 can be applied and the token is moved
to the edge e2, hence enabling Task 1. Formally, this step corresponds to the transition
xP, σ, αy

ε
ÝÑ xincpdecpσ, e1q, e2q, αy, where label ε denotes the movement of the token

internally to the process. The next step corresponds to the execution of Task 1, which
is as in the case of the Send pattern. Once the message m1 has been sent (hence, there
exists a ṽ such that ṽ P δpm1q), and assuming that there is a token in e6 (σpe6q ą 0),
the event-based gateway can evolve by applying the corresponding rule. This corre-

sponds to the transition xeventBasedpe6, pm1 : t̃1, e7q, pm2: t̃2, e8qq, σ1, α1y
?m1 : ẽt1,ε
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ

xincpdecpσ1, e6q, e7q, α1y, with template ẽt1 matching the message ṽ. The rule moves
the token from the incoming edge to the outgoing edge corresponding to the received
message. The produced label enables the application of rule C-Receive at collaboration
level, which takes care of consuming the message ṽ of type m1 in δ. The case where
message m2 is selected to be sent is similar.

In the scenario shown in Fig. 8, even if the transitions produced by the collaboration
have the same labels, the pattern semantics is quite different. In fact, in the previous
case the organisation p internally decides which message will be sent and only one
message will be delivered and consumed, while in this case the organisations p and r
act independently from each other and it may occur that both m1 and m2 are sent to q.
In such a case, one of the two messages will be consumed, depending on their arrival
time, and the other message will be pending forever.

4.5 One-To-Many Send Pattern

Informal Description. A party sends messages to several parties. All messages have the
same type (although their contents may be different). The number of parties to whom
the message is sent may or may not be known at design time.

In BPMN, this pattern can be modelled as the collaboration fragment in Fig. 9,
where each party is represented as an instance of a multi-instance pool and a message
is sent to each process instance via a sequential multi-instance send task.

From now on, when a message is sent/received to/by several parties, we will
model these parties as a multiple instance pool. This is the most interesting
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among various interpretations which are not considered in this work (e.g., repre-
senting multiple receiving parties as different single-instance pools). We can have

Q
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Q
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Q
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Fig. 9: One-To-Many-Send.

that the number of sent messages is either known
at design time (by setting the LoopCardinality at-
tribute of the send task) or it is read from a data
object during the process execution.

Textual Specification. Here, to keep the pattern
formalisation more manageable, the sequential
multi-instance task is rendered as a macro. The macro encloses the task in a FOR-
loop expressed by means of a pair of XOR join and split gateways, and an additional
data object c1 for the loop counter. In the textual notation we have C “ poolpp, P q ‖
miPoolpq, Qq, where process Q is left unspecified and in P the attribute LoopCardinal-
ity is set to n:

P “ xorJoinpte1, e13u, e11q ‖ taskSndpe11, c1.c ‰ null, c1.c :“ c1.c` 1,m : ˜exp1, e1
2q

‖ xorSplitpe12, tpe13, c1.c ď nq, pe2, defaultquq ‖ P 1

Formal semantics. The execution steps are realised as in the previous cases, by repeat-
edly applying the semantic rules of the XOR gateway and the send task. It is worth
noticing that at each application of rule P -TaskSnd the field c of the data object c1 is
updated with the assignment c1.c :“ c1.c` 1. At the end of the pattern execution, the
message list δpmq contains n sent messages.

4.6 One-From-Many Receive Pattern

Informal Description. A party receives several logically related messages arising from
autonomous events occurring at different parties. The arrival of messages must be
timely so that they can be correlated as a single logical request. The interaction may
complete successfully or not depending on the messages gathered. In this pattern the
receiver does not know the number of messages that will arrive, and stops waiting as
soon as a certain number of messages have arrived or a timeout occurs.

This pattern can be modelled as the collaboration fragment shown in Fig 10.
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Fig. 10: One-From-Many-Receive.

Textual Specification. Also in this case, to sim-
plify the formal treatment, we rely on a macro
for the multi-instance receive task with a timer.
In particular, the multi-instance behaviour is rep-
resented by enclosing the receive task in a FOR-
loop (as for the sequential multi-instance task).
The timer attached to the receive task is instead
abstracted via a non-deterministic choice, by resorting to a race condition. In detail, the
receiving party q will get, via an event-based gateway, either a message from a sending
party (i.e., an instance of p) or a time-out message from a specific pool t representing
the timer. In the textual notation we have C “ miPoolpp, P q ‖ poolpq, Qq ‖ poolpt, T q,
where
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Q “ taskSndpe1, exp1, ε,mstartTimer : ˜exp2, e
1q ‖ xorJoinpte1, evu, e2q ‖

eventBasedpe2, pm : t̃1, e
3q, pmtimeout : t̃2, e3qq ‖

taskpe3, c1.c ‰ null, c1.c :“ c1.c` 1, eivq ‖
xorSplitpeiv, tpev, c1.c ď nq, pe2, defaultquq ‖ xorJoinpte2, e3u, e4q ‖ Q1

T “ startRcvpmstartTimer : t̃3, e5q ‖ taskSndpe5, exp3, ε,mtimeout : ˜exp4, e6q ‖ endpe6q

Formal Semantics. Once a token arrives at e1 in the process Q, a mstartTimer message
is sent to the pool t by means of the send task, in order to activate an instance of the
timer process T . This instance will perform a send task, delivering a message mtimeout ,
to signal that the timeout is expired, and then it terminates. As effect of the execution of
the send task inQ, a token is moved in e1, which enables the looping behaviour regulated
by the XOR gateways. At each iteration, the event-based gateway consumes either a
message m or mtimeout ; in the former case the non-communicating task increments
the loop counter and the execution of another interaction is evaluated (by means of the
XOR split conditions), while in the latter case the edge e3 is followed and the pattern
execution completes.

4.7 One-To-Many Send/Receive Pattern

Informal Description. A party sends a request to several other parties. Responses are
expected within a given time-frame. However, some responses may not arrive within
the time-frame and some parties may even not respond at all.

This pattern can be rendered as the collaboration fragment in Fig. 11. A practical
use of this pattern is shown in the scenario in Fig. 1.

q
p

Task 1 Task 2

Task 3

m1 m2

e2 e3 e4

e8 e9

e1 e5

e7

e6

Fig. 11: One-To-Many Send/Receive.

Textual Specification. This pat-
tern relies on a multi-instance sub-
process with a specific form, i.e. it
is characterised by a sequence of a
send task and a receive task, pro-
ceeded and followed by a start and
an end event, respectively. As usual,
to simplify the formal treatment we
resort to a macro. In this case, it con-
sists of a sequential send task followed by a multi-instance receive task with a timer.
We have C “ poolpp, P q ‖ miPoolpq, Qq, where process P is rendered in terms of
macros as already shown in the previous patterns (hence, for the sake of presentation,
its specification is omitted), while process Q is as follows:

Q “ interRcvpe7,m1: t̃1, e8q ‖ taskSndpe8, exp, A,m2: ˜exp, e9q ‖ Q1

Formal Semantics. In this pattern we have that process P sends out, by means of rule
P -TaskSnd , several messages of type m1 that need to be properly correlated with the
correct process instance of Q. The content of the messages themselves provides the
correlation information. For example, let us assume that two messages of type m1 are
sent to q, and that consist of three fields, say x“foo”, 5, 1234y and x“foo”, 7, 9876y.
Also, let us consider the case where there are two receiving instances, i.e. ιpqq “
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txσ1, α1y, xσ2, α2yu, and that template t̃1 of the intermediate receiving event is defined
as xd.f, d.id, ?d.codey, meaning that the fields f and id of the data object d identify cor-
relation data while code is a formal field. Now, the correlation takes place according
to the data states, which we assume to be as follows: α1pd.fq “ α2pd.fq “ “foo”,
α1pd.idq “ 7, and α2pd.idq “ 5. Therefore, the first message is delivered to the second
instance, updating α2 with the assignment d.code “9876, while the second message is
delivered to the first instance, updating α1 with the assignment d.code “1234.

4.8 Request with Referral Pattern

r
q

p Task 1

Task 3 Task 4

Task 5

e1 e2 e3 e4 e5

e6 e7 e8 e9

e10 e11

m1 m2 m3

m4

m5

Task 2

Fig. 12: Request with Referral pattern.

Informal Description. A party p
sends a request to another party
q indicating that any follow-up
should be sent to another party
r. An example of a BPMN col-
laboration involving the request
with referral pattern is shown in
Fig. 12, and also in the com-
munication between the Retailer
and the Logistic Provider in Fig. 1.

Textual Specification. In the textual specification we have C “ poolpp, P q ‖
poolpq, Qq ‖ poolpr, Rq, where:

P “ startpeenb, e1q ‖ taskSndpe1, exp1, A1,m1: ˜exp2, e2q ‖ interRcvpe2,m2: t̃1, e3q ‖
taskSndpe3, exp3, A2,m3: ˜exp4, e4q ‖ interRcvpe4,m4: t̃2, e5q ‖ endpe5q

and Q and R are defined in a similar way.

Formal Semantics. The execution steps and their results are simply realised by applying
the semantic rules for the different BPMN elements, as already shown for the previous
patterns. It is up to the message sent by pool p to pool r to specify in its content the
reference to pool q, whose process waits for the routed message.

4.9 Relayed Request Pattern
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Task 3

Task 4

e1 e2 e3

e4 e5 e6

e8

e7
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e11
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Fig. 13: An example of Relayed Request pattern.

Informal Description. A party
p makes a request to party q,
which delegates the request pro-
cessing to another party r. This
latter party interacts with party
p while party q observes a view
of the interactions.

This pattern can be rendered
as the collaboration fragment in
Fig. 13.
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Textual Specification. In the textual notation the pattern is rendered as follows: C “

poolpp, P q ‖ poolpq, Qq ‖ poolpr, Rq, where:

R “ startRcvpm2: t̃1, e7q ‖ andSplitpe7, te8, e9uq ‖
taskSndpe8, exp1, ε,m4: ˜exp2, e10q ‖ taskSndpe9, exp3, ε,m3: ˜exp4, e11q ‖ R1

while P and Q are defined in a similar way.

Formal Semantics. Similar to the previous pattern, the formal semantics of this pattern
is determined by the application of rules for sending and receiving message already
described, except for the AND split gateway that simply consumes a token in e7 and,
simultaneously, produces one token in e8 and one token in e9.

5 Patterns Animation via MIDA

The MIDA (Multiple Instances and Data Animator) tool3 is a web application writ-
ten in JavaScript, based on the Camunda bpmn.io modeller. MIDA, whose graphical
interface is shown in Fig. 14, is an animator of collaboration models that can involve
multiple instances and data objects. MIDA animates process models by means of the
visualisation of tokens flow and data evolution. To correctly enact the collaboration be-
haviour, the implementation of the tool relies on the formalisation presented in Sec. 3.

Fig. 14: MIDA tool interface.

The core feature of MIDA
is the model animation. It re-
sults helpful both in educational
contexts, for explaining the be-
haviour of BPMN elements, and
in practical modelling activities,
for debugging errors. In fact, de-
signers can achieve a precise un-
derstanding of the behaviour of
processes and collaborations by
means of the visualisation of the model execution.

We have exploited MIDA to model and animate the interaction patterns presented
in Sec. 4, providing an intuitive knowledge of their behaviour. We have also used
MIDA to animate the motivating example in Fig. 1, thus showing how the tool sup-
ports the study of more intricate scenarios resulting from the combination of var-
ious patterns. These animations are available from http://pros.unicam.it/
service-interaction-patterns/.

6 Related Work

The most common interaction scenarios from a business perspective, named Service
Interaction Patterns, have been described in [3,17]. However, they lack of visualisation
as well as formal semantics. Since then, effort has been devoted to visualise [5,1,9] and

3 http://pros.unicam.it/mida
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formalise these patterns [10,2,15], as shown in Table 1. This provides a comparison
among the state-of-the-art approaches dealing with service interaction patterns with
respect to: (i) the language used for patterns specification, (ii) the main contribution
of the work and (iii) its limitations. In the following, these works are compared to the
contribution of this paper.

Paper Year Language Contribution Limitations
[2] 2005 ASM Formalisation and extension No models analysis
[10] 2006 π-calculus Formalisation Ambiguities
[15] 2007 CPN Formalisation and extension No correlation
[9] 2008 BPMN 2.0 iBPMN: extension for interaction modelling No formalisation
[1] 2009 Open Nets Overview of services domain challenges No formalisation
[5] 2014 BPMN 2.0 Extension of BPMN supported patterns No formalisation

Table 1: Review on the Service Interaction Patterns literature.

Considering the patterns specified in BPMN, relevant works are [5,9]. Campagna et
al. [5] discuss BPMN 2.0 support for the service interaction patterns and propose a set
of enhancements to broaden it. However, they do not formalise these patterns and thus,
they do not provide formal validation of the proposed solutions. Decker and Barros [9]
introduce iBPMN, a set of extensions to the BPMN standard for interaction modelling.
They show that most service interaction patterns can be expressed using iBPMN and
present an algorithm for deriving interface behaviour models from simple interaction
models. However, they do not aim at providing a formal characterisation of the proposed
extensions. Both the above works are more interested in overcoming BPMN lacks for
supporting interaction patterns rather than clarifying the semantics of the supported
patterns, which is instead a major challenge when using BPMN collaborations [8].

Abstract State Machines (ASM) [4], π-calculus [14] and Petri Nets [12] have been
proposed as a solid ground to formalise service interaction patterns. The first formal-
ization of the patterns was given by Barros and Börger [2] proposing a compositional
framework and interaction flows. They provide ASM for eight service interaction sce-
narios and illustrate how, by combinations and refinements of them, one can define
arbitrarily complex interaction patterns. The ASMs offer an implementation draft of
the patterns, but are less suited for the analysis of collaborations. Decker and Puhlmann
[10] provide a formalisation of service interactions via π-calculus as a first step to anal-
yse collaborations. However, their work shows still some ambiguities. For instance, the
Racing Incoming Messages pattern allows to receive multiple messages at once, but the
work does not clarify how one among the competing messages is chosen for consump-
tion. Moreover, the authors refer to a synchronous communication model, not compliant
with the BPMN standard. Mulyar et al. [15] formalise the semantics of the interaction
patterns by means of Coloured Petri Nets (CPN). Moreover, they extend the scope of
the original service interaction patterns by describing various pattern variants. How-
ever, even if Petri Nets provide support for multiple instance patterns, process instances
are characterised by their identities, rather than by the values of their data, which are
necessary for correlation [11]. Finally, van der Aalst et al. [1] provide an overview of
the challenges in the domain of service interaction patterns and they propose to use
open nets as a formal framework for addressing these challenges. However, they do not
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aim at formalising the interaction patterns, of which they only provide a brief descrip-
tion. Differently from the mentioned works, we focus on BPMN by directly defining
the semantics of the supported patterns, thus avoiding the mapping to other formalisms
equipped with their own semantics.

7 Concluding Remarks

In this work we focus on service interaction patterns, visualising them in BPMN col-
laborations and providing a comprehensive formalisation by means of a direct formal
semantics for BPMN collaboration diagrams. This allows to validate the semantics in
[6], as we show it is suitable to cover the interaction patterns expressed in BPMN. Fur-
ther, the animation tool MIDA has been exploited to model and animate the BPMN
collaborations, allowing an intuitive understanding of the patterns execution.

As a future work, we plan to investigate the formalisation of new BPMN interaction
patterns where data objects play a more central role.
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